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Search the history of over billion web pages on the Internet. Patterns of utilization: using the tools Part IV:
Trance-formation.

For the first few weeks, the footers and foundation are being prepared to support the building. So it is with this
series, so stay with meâ€”the foundation is important. Resource - An object or service identified by a URI. A
Web page is a resource, but images, scripts, and stylesheets for a webpage would also be resources. Example this article. Web Site - A collection of web pages. An example would be this site, accessed by the DNS
hostname devcentral. Web Client - The software application that requests the resources on a web site by
generating, receiving, and processing HTTP messages. A web client is always the initiator. Web Server - The
software application that serves the resources a web site by receiving, processing, and generating HTTP
messages. A web server does not initiate traffic to a client. Think Venn diagrams here. In the URL, the port is
assumed to be 80 if the request method is http, and assumed to be if the request method is https. If the default
ports are not appropriate for a particular location, they will need to be provided by adding immediately after
the hostname like https: The tokens are listed in order of significance. Most web clients perform this on your
behalf, but there are browser tools that allow you to manipulate this, which can be good for testing, client
statistics, or even client remediation. Keep in mind that bad actors might also manipulate this for nefarious
purposes, so any kind of access control based solely on user agents is ill advised. Proxy - Like in the business
world, a proxy acts as an intermediary. A server to clients, and a client to servers, proxies must understand
HTTP messages. Cache - This is web resource storage that can exist at the server, any number of intermediary
proxies, the browser. Or all of the above. The goals of caching are to reduce bandwidth consumption on the
networks, reduce compute resource utilization on the servers, and reduce page load latency on the clients.
Cookie - Originally added for managing state since HTTP itself is a stateless protocol, a cookie is a small
piece of data to be stored by the web client as instructed by the web server. Notice in the request line, you see
the request method, the URI, and the http protocol version of the client. Thu, 21 Sep Also stated is the
response code, in this case a ok. GET - This method is used by a client to retrieve resources from a server.
This is useful in monitoring and troubleshooting. PUT - Typically used to replace the contents of a resource.
HTTP Headers There are general headers that can apply to both requests and responses, and then there are
specific headers based on whether it is a request OR a response message. Examples in parentheses are not
complete, and do not denote the actual header names. General Headers These headers can be present in either
requests or responses. The Connection header in the request and response messages above is an example of a
general connection-management header in action. Request Headers These headers are for requests only, and
are utilized to inform the server and intermediaries on preferred response behavior acceptable encodings,
constraints for the server range of content or host definition, conditional requests resource modification
timestamps, and client profile user agent, authorization. Response Headers Like with requests, response
headers are for responses only, and are utilized for security authentication challenges, caching timing and
validation, information sharing identification, and redirection. Entity Headers Entity headers exist not to
provide request or response messaging context, but to provide specific insight about the body or payload of the
message. The Content-Type header in the response message above for example is instructing the client that the
payload of the response is just text and should be rendered as such. Before getting into the specifics, there are
a couple general things that should make awareness and analysis a regular part of your system management:
On security, there are many things one can learn through status codes and headers for that matter on server
patterns and behavior, as well as information leakage by not slurping application errors before being returned
to clients. With SEO, how redirects and missing files are handled can hurt or help your overall impressions
and ranking power. Moz has a good best practices article on managing status codes for search engines. But
back to the point and hand: Used to inform clients that a request has been received and the initial request likely
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a POST of data can continue Success - 2xx - Used to inform the client that the request was processed
successfully. Redirection - 3xx - The request was received but resource needs to be dealt with in a different
way. Client Error - 4xx - Something went wrong on the client side bad resource, bad authentication, etc.
Server Error -5xx - Something went wrong on the server side. Application monitors pay particularly close
attention to the 5xx errors. Join us next week when we start to talk about clients, proxies, and servers, oh my!
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Part III: Patterns of utilization: using the tools of trance-formation Back to the future: changing personal history Pushing
past limitations: hesitation, threshold, and the freedom beyond.

Reprinted with permission of the Association for Gravestone Studies This article describes the need to mass
produce the Civil War headstones rather than by individual stone carvers. Contracts for the headstones and
bases were given out to several different quarries and companies in Vermont, Massachusetts, New York,
Pennsylvania, Kansas, and Tennessee. The need for large numbers of markers also increased the use of the
sandblasting process to speed up carving the names on the stones. Wynn of Birmingham about History of
Stonecutting , by Wor. Dennis Stocks, Barron Barnett Lodge. This article, the first in a series of four on
granite working, deals with granite as a material, an industry, and a product and begins the description of the
granite quarrying process. This article, the second in a series of four on granite working, completes the
description of the quarrying process A small number of basic finished dimension stones made up the great
majority of granite shed production. For gravestones and private Tools of the Trade, presented on the Stone
Cutters Online web site. Article in digital images viewed at American Memory, Library of Congress. You can
view a copy of this book on Internet Archive web site, and you can download a copy of the book to your
computer at the link above. This book fully covers the United States stone quarry industry up through Many
photographs of quarries, etc. Factors Governing Rock Utilization. Dimension Stone Chapter V. General
Features of Dimension-Stone Industries. Boulders as Building Materials. Foreign Building and Ornamental
Stones. Deterioration, Preservation, and Cleaning of Stonework. General Features of the Crushed-Stone
Industries. Crushed and Broken Limestone. Tools for working with concrete, stone, paving, tile, and terrazzo
are included. It is intended as an international guide to identifying and preserving these tools and the histories
of their makers. Below are some examples of catalogs, links, and articles available on the Trowel and Masonry
Tool Collector Resource web site:
Chapter 3 : What is HTTP Part III - Terminology
Get this from a library! Richard Bandler's guide to trance-formation: how to harness the power of hypnosis to ignite
effortless and lasting change. [Richard Bandler] -- More than thirty years ago, Richard Bandler set out to discover how
some therapists effected startling change with their clients, while others argued about theories while their patients waited
in.

Chapter 4 : Richard Bandler's Guide to Trance-Formation Make Your Life Great. by Richard Bandler
Richard Bandler's guide to trance-formation Part III: Patterns of utilization: using the tools of trance-formation -- Back to
the future: changing personal.

Chapter 5 : Cisco DevNet Learning Labs - Introduction to UCS Python SDK Part III
You were born to be great, to succeed - to be a powerful, confident, happy person. If you don't feel like that right now it's
time to get back on track.

Chapter 6 : The structure of magic - Richard Bandler, John Grinder - Google Books
The thinking that got us here won't get us where we need to be. - Einstein This Blog Post in a Nutshell. This blog is a
culmination of some ideas that started at Agile and was presented in an open jam session in Agile
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Chapter 7 : Methods and Tools Used Working with Stone
A Pattern Book of Tools and Household Goods Part III. Vol. 59, Chapter III. Factors Governing Rock Utilization. Rock
Qualities on Which Use Depends.
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